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Suppose k is an algebraically closed ﬁeld of characteristic different from
2, and let X be the hyperelliptic curve in P2k given by the equation y
2z2g−1−
x− e1zx− e2z · · · x− e2g+1z = 0 where e1 e2 	 	 	  e2g+1 ∈ k are dis-
tinct and g ≥ 1. (We remark that X is singular at [0 1 0] when g > 1.)
We will be interested in division algebras deﬁned over L 	= kx y, ratio-
nal functions in two variables over k, which ramify only at X (deﬁnition
below). For some history of this problem when X is an elliptic curve, see
[Sa, p. 200]. One reason for interest in this question is that the Sklyanin
algebras of degree 3 are maximal orders in division algebras which only
ramify at an elliptic curve. The author thanks S. Paul Smith who rein-
troduced him to the question. The results here generalize those in [vdB],
where the theorem below was obtained in the elliptic, odd index case. The
approach is based upon the localization sequence in K-theory and is some-
what different from previous (and more geometric) work on the problem.
As a consequence, the paper is computational but has the advantage in
that the symbol giving the cyclic algebra is determined exactly. It is pos-
sible that further research could yield a geometric proof of cyclicity, but
some form of the localization sequence will remain necessary to check that
the computation of the cyclic algebra is as speciﬁed here.
We ﬁx an integer n > 1 with (n, char k) = 1. BrL denotes the Brauer
group of L nBrL the n-torsion subgroup of BrL, and µn ⊂ k∗ the
subgroup of nth roots of unity. For any ﬁnite-dimensional L-central simple
algebra D, we use D to denote its class in BrL. For a b ∈ L and ﬁxed
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primitive nth root of unity ξ ∈ µn, the cyclic algebra Aξa b is deﬁned to
be the algebra Li j where in = a jn = b, and ij = ξji.
If D ∈ nBrL ∼= H2Lµn and if Y ⊂ P2k is an irreducible curve,
then we say D is unramiﬁed at Y if the image of D is trivial under the
ramiﬁcation map
rY 	 BrL → χY  	= homcGalkY sep/kY Q/Z	
If rY D = 0 then we say D ramiﬁes at Y . For details on the ramiﬁcation
map, see [Sa, p. 194]. According to [Sa, p. 196] there is an exact sequence
0 −→ BrL −→ ∐
Y∈A21k
χY  −→ ∐
Q∈A22k
Q/Z → 0
where the Y and Q range over all irreducible subvarieties of A2k of codi-
mensions 1 and 2, respectively. (The case of transcendence degree 2 was
originally proved by Artin and Mumford; see [AM, p. 84].) In this paper,
since µn ⊂ k we can identify µn
∼=−→ 1
n
Z/Z ⊂ Q/Z, and therefore identify
the n-torsion nχY  ∼= H1kY  µn ∼= kY ∗/kY ∗n. So as D ∈ nBrL
we will view the ramiﬁcation map rY 	 H2Lµn → H1kY  µn. This
will facilitate computations, which we will make in kY ∗.
The hyperelliptic curve X is nonsingular at all “afﬁne” points in X0 	=
X ∩ x 	 y 	 z ∈ P2k  z = 0. If g > 1 then X is singular at the inﬁnite
point OX = 0 1 0, but in this case its nonsingular model has only one
“inﬁnite point” above. (To see this, note that the 1
x
-adic valuation on kx
extends to kX as a single ramiﬁed valuation.) So each P ∈ X corresponds
to a unique valuation which we will denote vP 	 kX → Z. We denote by Ti
the (ﬁnite) ramiﬁcation points ei 0 1 of the morphism X0 → A1k deﬁned
by x y 1 → x. In our computations below it will be convenient to use the
(afﬁne) equation  = 0 for X, where
 	= y2 − gx
and gx 	= x− e1x− e2 · · · x− e2g+1. We use this to identify kX =
kxy/  = kxy¯ as a quadratic extension kx, and where y¯ helps
distinguish a square root of x − e1x − e2 · · · x − e2g+1 in kX from
the variable y in kxy. Given this notation, we have vTiy¯ = 12vTix
and vOX y¯ = 2g+12 vOX x, showing how these valuations ramify from kx
to kX.
The objective of this paper is to prove the following result.
Theorem. Let k be a algebraically closed ﬁeld of characteristic different
from 2 and prime to n. Assume that D ∈ nBrkx y = nBrkP2k has
ramiﬁcation only along the hyperelliptic curve X ⊂ P2k described above. Then
D is a cyclic kx y-division algebra.
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Remark. It follows from the characterization of D given in the proof
that the discrete valuation on L 	= kzw centered along the curve X
extends to D as a nicely semiramiﬁed valuation. The residue algebra of
the center of D is a cyclic ﬁeld extension of L ∼= kX. If X is elliptic,
this extension corresponds to an isogeny Y → X of elliptic curves. In a
subsequent paper this valuation plays a key role in explicit descriptions
of certain “quantum algebras” that are (graded-)maximal orders of D ⊗L
LT .
Lemma. Suppose that X ⊂ P2k is the curve described above. Suppose that
f ∈ kX and vQf  ∈ nZ for all Q ∈ X0. Then for some h ∈ kX we can
express fhn = cxpx + qxy¯ where
(i) px qx ∈ kx are relatively prime, and
(ii) cx ∈ kx is a product of factors of the form x − eidi where
di ∈ 0 n/2 if n is even and di ∈ 0 n− 1/2 if n is odd.
Proof. Since kX = kxy¯ is a quadratic extension of kx, clearing
denominators we can express
fhn = cxpx + qxy¯
where h ∈ kx, where cx px qx ∈ kx, and where px qx =
1. Absorbing nth powers into h, we can assume that cx is not divisible by
an nth power. Let r ∈ k and suppose that r = ei for i = 1 2 	 	 	  2g + 1.
Then for some s = 0 we have two points P±r 	= r±s 1 ∈ X0. Since r
cannot be a root of both px and qx we cannot have both r±s as
zeros of px + qxy, and consequently, we must have one of vP+r px +
qxy¯ = 0 or vP−r px + qxy¯ = 0.
Now suppose that x − r  cx where r = ei for i = 1 2 	 	 	  2g + 1.
Then as one of vP+r px + qxy¯ = 0 or vP−r px + qxy¯ = 0, we
conclude that n  vP+cx or n  vP−cx. As X0 → A1k is unram-
iﬁed above r, this shows that x − rn  cx. By hypothesis, such nth
powers were already absorbed into h and consequently we ﬁnd x − r
cannot divide cx. Next we assume that x − eidicx for di > 0. As
nth powers have been absorbed into h we have di < n. We note that as
px qx = 1 and as vTix− ei = 2 vTiy¯ = 1, if x− ei  px then
vTipx + qxy¯ = 1 and if x− ei px then vTipx + qxy¯ = 0. In
the ﬁrst case vTicxpx + qxy¯ = 2di + 1 and in the second case
vTicxpx + qxy¯ = 2di	 Since vTicxpx + qxy¯ = nt for
some t ∈ N, we ﬁnd that if n is even, only the second case occurs and
as di < n we must have di = n2 . If n is odd and 2di = nt, Then 2  t and
n  di, which is ruled out. So 2di + 1 = nt and t is odd as well. As di < n
we ﬁnd that t = 1 and di = n− 1/2. This proves the lemma.
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Suppose g = 1, in which case X ⊂ P2k is a smooth elliptic curve. Then the
hypothesis of the lemma on f is equivalent to requiring that the principal
divisor f X ∈ nDivX. In this case we have the following well-known result.
Corollary. Suppose that X ⊂ P2k is an elliptic curve represented by a
Weierstrass equation of the form y2 = x − e1x − e2x − e3. Suppose
that f ∈ kX and f X ∈ nDivX. Then for some h ∈ kX, fhnX =
nT −OX where T ∈ X has order dividing n on X. Moreover we can express
fhn = px + qxy¯ where px qx ∈ kx are relatively prime. If T is a
point of order 2, then qx = 0 and px = x− ein/2.
Proof. By hypothesis we can express the divisor f X = nD for some
divisor D of degree 0. Since X is elliptic, for some function h ∈ kX
we have D + hX = T − OX where T ∈ X. We obtain that fhnX =
nT − OX is principal, which means that T is a point of order dividing n
on X. Since the function fhn has no poles on X0, we can express fhn =
cxpx + qxy¯ with cx px qx ∈ kx, and where px qx =
1. If cx is constant we are done. As the only zero of fhn is the single point
T , we see that the only case where cx can be non-constant is where T
is a point of order 2 and cx = x − eid for i ∈ 1 2 3. But then, as
px qx = 1 we must have px + qxy¯ a constant since fhn has its
only zero at T . So we have fhn = x− eid for some d. Since T has order
2 and its order divides n we ﬁnd n is even. The proof of the lemma now
gives that d = n/2 and the result follows.
The lemma connects to the theorem as follows. The image rY D of the
Brauer class D under ramiﬁcation map rY 	 H2Lµn → H1kY  µn
is zero at all curves Y ∈ P21k except the hyperelliptic curve X where it is
the class of a function f ∈ kX∗/kX∗n. The lemma will be applied to f
and the expression provided by the lemma is what is needed to construct a
cyclic algebra with ramiﬁcation that matches D.
We need to use the localization (or Gersten–Quillen) complex in
K-theory
K2k → K2L
∐
∂Y−→ ∐
Y∈P21k
K1kY 
∐
vQ−→ ∐
Q∈P20k
K0kQ
where P2dk denotes the dimension d points in P
2
k. See [Ra, p. 92] for
details. (This sequence is not exact, but its homology at
∐
Y∈P21k K1kY 
is K1k given at a hyperplane section.) At each irreducible dimension 1
point Y ∈ P2k the local ring Y is a discrete valuation ring centered at Y ,
and we denote by vY 	 L∗ → Z the corresponding discrete valuation. Then
the map ∂Y is the “tame symbol” deﬁned on the generators of K2L by
∂Y a b = −1vY avY b
(
avY b
bvY a
)
∈ kY 	
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Now, for a nonsingular point Q on Y , the map vQ	 K1Y  → K0Q ∼= Z is
the discrete valuation corresponding to Q (more generally one lifts to the
normalization and sums over norms). See Kato [K, pp. 242–243] or Raskind
[Ra, pp. 94–101] for more details. It is known that if the nth roots of unity
µn ⊂ k, then the following diagram commutes
K2L
∂Y−→ ∐
Y∈P21k K1kY ↓ ↓
H2Lµn
rY−→ ∐
Y∈P21k H
1kY  µn
where the left vertical map is the norm residue symbol and the right verti-
cal map is the projection K1kY  → kY ∗/kY ∗n ∼= H1kY  µn. This
compatibility enables one to study the ramiﬁcation of Brauer classes using
the K-theory sequence. In particular, the tame symbol will be used to com-
pute rY D when D is a symbol algebra Aξa b.
Proof of the Theorem. By the Merkurjev–Suslin theorem we can choose
α ∈ K2L mapping to D under the norm residue symbol K2L → nBrL.
We consider the complex
K2L→
∐
Y∈P21k
K1kY  →
∐
Q∈P20k
K0kQ	
Using the above commutative diagram asserting the compatibility of ∂Y
and rY with the norm residue symbols, we see by our conditions on D that
∂Y α ∈ nK1kY  for all Y = X. Consequently (since we have a complex)
if we set f = ∂Xα ∈ kX∗ we ﬁnd vQf  ∈ nK0kQ for all Q ∈ X0.
We now apply the lemma and express fhn = cxpx + qxy¯ where
h ∈ kX and cx px qx ∈ kx satisfy the conditions described
there. We deﬁne the L = kx y-symbol algebra
D′ 	= Aξcx2qx2  cxpx + qxy
(recall  = y2 − gx), and we will check that D′ has ramiﬁcation data
identical to D. We let K = kx and we identify points in P10K as points in
P21k in the usual manner. Denote by
∐
∂P and by
∐
TP the ﬁrst and second
maps in the Scharlau sequence (see [E, Theorem 3.7])
nBrKy
∐
∂P−→ ∐
P∈P10K
H1KP µn
∐
TP−→ H1Kµn	
Our hypotheses give that ∂PD = 1 ∈ H1KP µn = kP∗/kP∗n
unless P = X, and in this case, according to the above, ∂XD =
cxpx + qxy¯ ∈ kX∗/kX∗n. By the Scharlau complex we ﬁnd
that TXcxpx + qxy¯ = cx2px2 − qx2gx ∈ kx∗n.
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We view P2k = Projkx y z = Speckx y ∪ L∞ where L∞ is the
inﬁnite line corresponding to z = 0 (we abuse notation and write kx y
for what really should be kx/z y/z). Let R be the curve in A2k =
Speckx y given by the equation px + qxy = 0, which is irreducible
as px qx = 1. We denote by T˜i the line x − ei = 0 corresponding
to possible factors of cx and denote by Qj the irreducible components
of qx = 0 coming from factors x− r that do not divide cx. As px
and qx are relatively prime in kx we have ∂Y D′ = 0 for all Y ∈ P21k
unless Y = X, Y = R, Y = T˜i, Y = Qj , or Y = L∞. In each case, we will
compute ∂Y using the tame symbol described above. Except for L∞, each
Y corresponds to an irreducible polynomial in either kxy or kyx
and the valuation vY comes from the localization at that polynomial. At
L∞, we must use the 1/x-adic valuation on kx/yx to compute ∂L∞ .
If Y = X, then as cxpx + qxy is a  -adic unit, we see that
∂XD′ = cxpx + qxy = f ∈ kX∗/kX∗n
matching the image ∂XD. If Y = R, then cx2qx2 is an R-adic unit,
and as y¯ = −px/qx in kR = kx we ﬁnd
∂RD′ =
(
cx2qx2 
)−1
=
(
cx2qx2
(
px2
qx2 − gx
))−1
=
(
cx2px2 − gxqx2
)−1
∈ kx∗n = kR∗n	
If Y = T˜i, we note that since x − ei  gx, we have  = y2 ∈ kT˜i.
As noted earlier, the point Ti = ei 0 1 = X ∩ T˜i, is a ramiﬁed point on
X, and vTi 	 kX → Z (the valuation on kX associated with Ti) satis-
ﬁes vTix− ei = 2, and vTiy¯ = 1. We now consider the cases of n being
even or odd separately. When n is even, then by the Lemma part (ii), as
vT˜icx ∈ 0 n/2 we see vTicx ∈ 0 n. Since px and qx are rel-
atively prime, we must have vTipx = 0 as otherwise vTicxpx +
qxy¯ ∈ nZ would be odd. So we ﬁnd vTipx + qxy¯ = 0, and it fol-
lows we have vT˜ipx = 0 and vT˜ipx+ qxy = 0 also. If vT˜iqx = 0
as well, we ﬁnd applying the tame symbol
∂T˜iD
′ =
( cx2qx2y2vT˜ cxi
cxpx + qxy2vT˜ cxi
)
∈ k(T˜i)n
as vT˜icx ∈ 0 n/2. In case vT˜iqx > 0, then vT˜ipx = 0 and in
kT˜i we have px + qxy ∈ k ⊂ k
(
T˜i
)n (since k is algebraically closed).
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Therefore applying the tame symbol
∂T˜iD
′ = ±
( cx2qx2y2vT˜i cx
cxpx + qxy2vT˜i cxqx
)
∈ y¯2vT˜i cx · k ↪→ kT˜in	
When n is odd, then by the lemma, vT˜icx ∈ 0 n−12 . Then again
as vTix − ei = 2, we see vTicx ∈ 0 n − 1. But if vTicx = 0,
then as px and qx are relatively prime, and as vTiy¯ = 1, we ﬁnd
vTicxpx + qxy ∈ 0 1. If it is 0, then one readily obtains
∂T˜iD′ ∈ k ⊂ kT˜in. Otherwise, as vTicxpx + qxy ∈ nZ, this
forces n = 1, a contradiction. So we may assume vTicx = n − 1.
Now vTiy = 1 with vTicxpx + qxy ∈ nZ shows we must have
vTipx > 0 and consequently vT˜ipx > 0. So vT˜ipx + qxy = 0
with px + qxy = qxy ∈ kT˜i. Applying the tame symbol gives
∂T˜iD
′ = ±
( cx2qx2y2vT˜i cx
cxpx + qxy2vT˜i cx
)
= ±1 ∈ k(T˜i)n	
Next we turn to the divisors Y = Qj . Here we consider some x − r
dividing qx but not cx. It follows that cxpx + qxy is a Qj-adic
unit, with residue cxpx ∈ k ⊂ kQj. We ﬁnd that ∂Qj D′ ∈ k ⊂
kQjn as k is algebraically closed.
We at last consider the inﬁnite divisor L∞. Since the valuation vL∞ on
kx y comes from the 1
x
-adic valuation on the polynomials in the variable
x in k y
x
x, we see for polynomials r ∈ kx y that vL∞r = −tot degr
where tot degr is the total degree of r as a polynomial in x and y. So we
ﬁnd that vL∞  = −2g + 1 and cx2qx2 = −cx2qx2x2g+1u for
an L∞-adic 1-unit u.
As a function on the curve X, f = cxpx + qxy¯ must satisfy
vOX f  = −nd for some d. Also, vOX x = −2 and vOX y = −2g + 1.
When nd is even this means that cxpx is a polynomial of degree nd/2
with cxqx a polynomial of smaller degree. Therefore, when nd is even,
for some ∞-adic 1-unit v we can express cxpx + qxy = cxpxv.
In particular, applying the tame symbol this shows, up to k-scalars (depend-
ing upon lead coefﬁcients of cx px, and qx) that when nd is even
∂L∞D′ =
( cx2qx2 vL∞cxpx
cxpx + qxyvL∞cx2qx2 
)
=
( x2 degcqx2g+1−nd/2
xnd/2−2 degcq−2g−1
)
∈ k ↪→ kL∞n if nd is even.
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When nd is odd, the value vOX f  = vOX cxqxy¯. It follows that
degcxqx = nd − 2g − 1/2. So in this case, again up to k-scalars
∂L∞D′ =
( cx2qx2 vL∞cxpx+qxy
cxpx + qxyvL∞cx2qx2 
)
=
( xn−2g−1x2g+1vL∞cxpx+qxy
cxpx + qxy−nd+2g+1−2g+1
)
=
( xnvL∞cxpx+qxy
cxpx + qxy−nd
)
∈ kL∞∗n if nd is odd.
Having checked that the images of D and D′ agree under all rY , we
see by the exactness of
0→ nBrL →
∐
P∈P21k
kP∗/kP∗n
that D ∼ D′. This shows that D is cyclic and proves the theorem.
Note. To see why vL∞ is as described above, note that viewing P
2
k = Proj
kz1 z2 z3 as usual, then the identiﬁcation L = kP2k = kx y arises
with x = z1/z3 and y = z2/z3. But L∞ is not contained in Speckx y and
to view L∞ in afﬁne coordinates we must consider L∞ as the line v = 0 in
Specku v where u = z2/z1 and v = z3/z1. In this case, as vL∞u = 0
and vL∞v = 1 we ﬁnd on kx y = ku v as x = v−1 and y = u/v that
vL∞x = −1 and vL∞y = −1. This valuation is important in the study of
maximal orders in D.
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